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A B S T R A C T

Three-dimensional (3D) microstructures have important applications in a wide range of engineering fields. A
strategy of nanomembrane folding origami with microdroplet-guided intercalation and strain engineering to
construct complex 3D microstructures for micro-machine applications is proposed in the present investigation.
The results showed that nanomembranes were released by the microdroplet intercalation and subsequently fold
up as creases, or remain flat as facets, depending on the strain design configurations. The 3D geometry can be
controlled by the crease design and by an externally applied magnetic field. Moreover, this folding strategy is used
to construct magnetic micro-mirror arrays, magnetic micro-robots, and a twin-jet motor platform, showing po-
tential micro-machine applications in optical micro-devices and robotics. This strategy offers a simple, precise,
and designable method of folding 3D microstructures for fundamental research and practical applications.
1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) microstructures received wide interest in the
past decades due to their great promise in micro/nano-electromechanical
systems (MEMS/NEMS) [1–3], robotics [4–8], biomimetic systems [9],
and mechanical metamaterials [10–12]. While significant progress has
been made for the fabrication of planar devices, directly fabricating
complex 3D microstructures remains very challenging [13]. Alterna-
tively, the concept of origami, which is the art of folds planer sheets into
sophisticated 3D structures, has been introduced to the fabrication of 3D
microstructures, taking advantage of the well-developed planar fabrica-
tion techniques [14–17].

Fabrication of the 3D microstructure using the origami concept, re-
quires releasing the originally flat nanomembranes from the substrate,
and then folding or rolling them towards the third dimension. Generally,
nanomembranes can be released by wet etching [18–22] or dry etching
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[23,24] of sacrificially layers underneath. These are parallel fabrication
methods and therefore are suitable for mass fabrication. Recently, a
general strategy of releasing individual nanomembrane devices
on-demand is reported [25]. By positioninga micro-droplet on the edge of
a target device, the droplet intercalates in between the nanomembrane
and the substrate, triggering deterministic rolling of the nanomembrane
in various configurations. However, this strategy allows only rolling
origami, in which the whole device rolls up altogether, limiting its
application to 3D tubular microstructures. Complex micro-origami
structures, such as polyhedron and Miura-ori structures [26,27],
require that only designed regions fold or roll up as folding creases, while
other regions remain flat as facets.

In this work, we developed a strategy of folding origami based on
strain engineering and microdroplet-guided delamination of nano-
membranes. The creases and facets are achieved by engineering the
strain configuration of local regions. A pre-layer, composed of
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sequentially deposited nanomembranes with a designed strain gradient,
is firstly deposited. A second layer, composed of deposited nano-
membranes in reversed order (therefore with opposite strain gradient), is
deposited to offset the strain from the pre-layer. When the microstructure
is released, the regions with only the pre-layer roll up because of its strain
gradient, serving as creases; the regions with both the pre-layer and the
second layer remain flat since the strain of both layers is counter-
balanced, serving as facets of the micro-origami. We achieve the geom-
etry control of folding angle through the crease design and magnetic
manipulation. The folding angle of the crease can be adjusted by tuning
its length. By adding a magnetic layer, the folding angle can be adjusted
by an externally applied magnetic field. Based on this concept, we
demonstrate several origami-inspired micro-machines including an array
of magnetic micro-mirrors, a magnetic micro-robot, and a twin-jet micro-
motor platform. Our strategy serves as an effective method for the
fabrication of 3D microstructures with wide applications in micro-optics,
micro-robotics, and metamaterials.

2. Experiment details

2.1. Microdroplet-guided delamination for 3D microstructure construction

A capillary containing ethanol was used to release microdroplets to
guide the delamination of nanomembrane and substrate. The tip of the
capillary containing ethanol was placed on the surface. Due to the
capillary force and surface tension, the microdroplet was ejected between
the substrate and capillary. The motion control of the microdroplet on
the surface of the substrate was realized by controlling capillary through
a micromanipulator, which triggered the separation between the nano-
membrane and substrate.
2.2. Deposition of nanomembranes

The nanomembranes are deposited on a glass substrate by electron
beam evaporation (TSV-700, Tenstar Vacuum). There were five kinds of
nanomembranes used in this article: Fe (thickness: 40 nm; evaporation
rate: 1.5 Å/s), Ti (thickness: 40 nm; evaporation rate: 1.5 Å/s), Ag
(thickness: 40 nm; evaporation rate: 1.5 Å/s), TiO2 (thickness: 100 nm;
evaporation rate: 0.5 Å/s), and Pt (thickness: 2 nm; evaporation rate: 0.5
Å/s). By adjusting the deposition rate, the strain of each layer could be
controlled. Stacking nanomembranes with different strains in sequence
can generate a specific strain gradient. There were two types of stacked
multilayer nanomembranes used in this study: Ag/Ti/Fe multilayer
(strain gradient with tensile strain on the top and compressive strain on
the bottom) and Fe/Ti/Ag multilayer (strain gradient with compressive
strain on the top and tensile strain on the bottom). With the aid of
different shadow masks, the patterned multilayer nanomembranes could
be obtained.
2.3. Magnetic manipulation

NdFeB magnet and Helmholtz coil were used to apply a magnetic
field. A NdFeB bar magnet was used to apply themagnetic field, along the
its magnetization direction, to our folding structure. With the aid of
linear precision stage, the distance between magnet and folding structure
along the magnetization direction could be tuned, which can adjust the
strength of magnetic field from 0 to 80 mT while keeping the same
magnetic field direction [28]. The strength of magnetic field was
measured by a magnetometer (TD8620, TUNKIA) during this process. In
this work, the magnetic gradient force generated on the folding facets is
extremely small, therefore the torque caused by magnetic gradient force
is ignored. Helmholtz coil applies a rotating magnetic field (5 Hz, 10 mT)
with the aid of the LabView program to manipulate the motion of mag-
netic micro-robot.
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2.4. Device characterization

The morphologies of folding structures, magnetic micro-mirror ar-
rays, magnetic micro-robot, and twin-jet micro-motor platforms were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (Sigma FESEM, ZEISS)
and optical microscopy (SmartZoom5, ZEISS; BX51, OLYMPUS). The
folding angles of folding structures were measured by their SEM or op-
tical microscopy images. As for magnetic micro-mirror arrays, optical
microscopy (SmartZoom5, ZEISS) was also used to apply the light source
(light source on microscopy) and camera (CCD camera on microscopy).
The manipulation of magnetic micro-robot was experimented in 1.5 wt%
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) aqueous solution with 0.48 wt% sodium dodecyl
benzene sulfonate (SDBS). The self-driven motion of twin-jet micro-
motor was tested in 5% hydrogenperoxide solution. All the experimental
videos were recorded by the CCD cameras attached to the corresponding
optical microscopy.

3. Result

3.1. Construction of folding structures

Complex 3D folding microstructures were achieved by folding origami
with microdroplet-guided intercalation and strain engineering, as shown
in Fig. 1. The concept of liquid-triggered delamination is depicted in
Fig. 1a. A strained nanomembrane as a pre-layer was deposited on the
substrate to create a van der Waals interaction with the substrate. During
the release process, a capillary was brought to be in contact with the
substrate and released a micro-droplet. The micro-droplet flowed on the
surface, and when it contacted the edge of nanomembranes, intercalated in
between the substrate and the nanomembrane. The intercalation breaks
the van der Waals contacted between the substrate and strained nano-
membrane, which triggers the separation of nanomembrane and substrate.
Because of the intrinsic strain gradient within the nanomembrane gener-
ated during the deposition process, the nanomembrane rolled up after
being released from the substrate.

Based on the liquid-triggered delamination method, the strain
gradient configuration within the nanomembranes to form 3D folding
structures was engineered, which is presented in Fig. 1b and c. The
multiple layers of nanomembrane were deposited on the substrate by
electron beam evaporation system. By adjusting the evaporation rate and
thickness of each layer, a strain gradient with tensile strain on the top and
compressive strain on the bottom can be created in the nanomembranes,
which is named “Type A00 shown in Fig. 1b. After being released by the
liquid-triggered delamination the top surface shrunk to release the tensile
strain and the bottom surface expended to release the compressive strain,
resulting in the whole Type A nanomembrane stack bending upwards. By
reversing the order of nanomembrane deposited the strain gradient and
bending direction were reversed as well, which is named as “Type B00

shown Fig. 1b. Both types of strain gradients lead to the rolling of the
whole nanomembrane as tubular 3D structures, as indicated by the
scanning electron microscopy images shown in Fig. 1b.

Based on these two types of strain design, the flat facets and folding
creases can be created. These two types of multilayer nanomembranes
with opposite strain gradients can be stacked together to balance the
strain, forming an undeformed flat plane (Fig. 1c). To be specific, when
type A nanomembranes were deposited as a continuous pre-layer and
type B nanomembranes were deposited on top of type A nanomembranes
and patterned, the regions with both the Type A and Type B layers
remained flat, and the regions with only the Type A layers bended up.
These two different regions serve as the rigid facets and bendable creases
in the origami design concept, respectively [29]. Thus, a folding structure
with a bending crease and two flat facets could be constructed after the
release process. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images in
Fig. 1b and c elucidate the bending and folding structure after the release
process, which shows the successful transformation from bending to
folding.



Fig. 1. Folding structure construction by microdroplet-guided intercalation and strain engineering. (a) Schematic illustration of the release process of nanomembrane
by microdroplet. (b) Schemes of strain design of rolling structures with two types of strain gradient, and SEM image of the corresponding rolling microstructure. The
red arrow represents compressive strain direction and the blue arrow represents tensile strain direction. Scale bar, 100 μm. (c) Schemes of strain design of folding
microstructures and SEM image of the folding structure. Scale bar, 100 μm. (d) Tetrahedron and (e) Hexahedron paper origami before and after folding (left and
middle images) and nanomembranes microstructure after and before folding (right images and the inset). Yellow arrows and dotted lines indicate the direction of
folding and the outline before folding. Scale bars, 100 μm.
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Benefiting from liquid-triggered delamination release process and
strain design, this micro-scale nanomembrane with nanometer thickness
could be folded up sequentially with designed creases like paper origami
Fig. 2. Controlling folding angle by crease design. (a) Schematic of the fabrication
length. The first column is the optical microscopy images of structures with different
SEM images of folding structures with different folding angles. Scale bar, 30 μm. The
of crease design and corresponding folding angle. (d) Relationship between the fold
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to create polyhedral folding, as shown in Fig. 1d and e. Two different
patterned multilayer nanomembranes (Type A and Type B) were suc-
cessively deposited on the glass substrate to create the folding pattern
process of a folding structure. (b) Controlling folding angle by adjusting crease
crease lengths before being released. Scale bar, 50 μm. The second column is the
third column is the results of the corresponding simulation results. (c) Schematic
ing angle θ related to the crease length w.
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with creases and flat planes. Then the folding pattern was folded up
sequentially from its peripheral to the center like paper origami. At last,
tetrahedron and hexahedron three-dimensional microstructure could be
obtained. Based on this strategy of folding origami with microdroplet-
guided intercalation and strain engineering, a complex 3D folding
microstructure was fabricated.
3.2. Controlling folding angle by crease design

Base on the construction of the folding structure above the crease
design was investigated to precisely control the folding angle, which is
presented in Fig. 2. A single folding structure (two facets with a single
crease in between) was fabricated according to the process flow shown in
Fig. 2a. Firstly, a shadowmask was used to pattern the strained layer. Ag/
Ti/Fe multilayers with each layer 40 nm thickness were deposited in
order by the electron beam evaporation system with the evaporation rate
of 1.5/1.5/1.5 Å/s on the glass substrate to create van der Waals contact
with the substrate. The other two rounds of electron beam evaporation
along with corresponding shadow masks were performed, which define
the folding facet (Fe/Ti/Ag, 40/40/40 nm, 1.5/1.5/1.5 Å/s evaporation
rate) and the bonding layer (TiO2, 100 nm, 0.5 Å/s evaporation rate),
respectively. At last, a capillary was used to eject a micro-droplet to
release the folding facet, after which the crease rolled up.

Based on the fabrication above, the folding angle can be precisely
controlled by the crease length, w, which can be easily controlled by
adjusting the size of shadow masks. Several structure designs with
different crease lengths w were obtained, which is shown in the first
column in Fig. 2b. When released by liquid-triggered delamination the
microstructures with different crease lengths demonstrated different
folding angles, as shown in SEM images in the second column of Fig. 2b.
Furthermore, these structure designs are modeled in COMSOL Multi-
physics according to the corresponding experimental parameters (ma-
terials and crease length). The internal strain of each layer was set, and a
strain gradient was created. The TiO2 bonding part layer was set as a
fixed constraint with no deformation in the simulation, while the other
sides were set free. With the aid of this finite element analysis the final
Fig. 3. Magnetic manipulation of the folding angle. (a) The top and side view optica
25 μm. (b) The schemes of angular deflection of the folding structure before and after
and the folding angle θ. The inset is the relationship between the applied magnetic
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structures of folded-up microstructures could be precisely predicted with
assigned patterns and crease lengths. This phenomenon can be described
by the model developed in Fig. 2c. The strain gradient within the
nanomembranes determines the radius of curvature r of the crease. The
folding angle θ can be calculated as θ¼w/r, where w is the length of the
crease. According to this relation, for the nanomembranes with the same
strain gradient (therefore having the same radius of curvature),
increasing crease length leads to the linear increase of the folding angle,
which is shown in Fig. 2d. In summary, the folding angle can be precisely
controlled through the design of the crease. The linear relationship be-
tween the folding angle and the crease length can easily guide the design
of the required folding angle.
3.3. Magnetic manipulation of the folding angle

The folding angle of the microstructure can be further manipulated
after the release by applying an external magnetic field. The Fe layer is
magnetized with a magnetic moment m in the facet plane when applied
with a magnetic field B and therefore tends to align to the field direction
actuated by a magnetic torque τ¼m�B [30]. This magnetic torque can be
used to adjust the folding angle of the microstructure. The experiments
were performed to investigate the structure's folding angle under the
magnetic field ranging from 0 to 80 mT upwards perpendicular to the
substrate observed from the top view and side view (Fig. 3a). As the
magnitude of the magnetic field increases, the folded plane gradually
decreases its folding angle to deflects towards the direction of the mag-
netic field. A magneto-mechanical model is depicted in Fig. 3b. The
folding angle reaches θ¼θ0 after the facet being released from the sub-
strate without the external magnetic field. When a certain magnetic field
intensity B is applied to the folded structure perpendicular to the sub-
strate, the facet is magnetized with magnetic moment m within the facet
plane. Then a magnetic torque can be generated:

τmagnetic ¼MsabtmBcosθ (1)

where τmagnetic is magnetic torque, θm is the angle of deflection because of
l microscope images of folding structures in different magnetic fields. Scale bars,
an applied magnetic field. (c) Relationship between the applied magnetic field B
field B and �θm

cos θ.
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the magnetic field, θ is the total folding angle, Ms is the saturation
magnetization of the magnetic layer Fe, a and b are the length and width
of folding facet, tm is the thickness of Fe magnetic layer, and B is the
applied magnetic field. This torque leads to the change of the total
folding angle θ from θ0 to θ0-θm, when applied with the magnetic field B.
This angle deflection will produce an elastic deformation of the crease,
which will cause an elastic torque opposite to the magnetic torque.

τelastic ¼ ct3E
12w

θm (2)

where w, c, t, E are the length, width, thickness, and Young's modulus of
the crease. According to our design, c¼b (in Equation (1)). When the
magnetic-induced torque and elastic torque are balanced, i.e.
τmagneticþτelastic¼0, the relationship between the magnetic field B and the
folding angle θ can be established:

� θm
cos θ

¼ 12wMsatm
Et3

B (3)

The experimental and calculation results of folding angle θ and
magnetic field intensity B are plotted in Fig. 3c, which shows that the
folding angle θ decreases with the increase of the magnetic field B. Ac-
cording to formula (3), �θm

cos θ and B are in a linear relation. The inset of
Fig. 3c clearly shows that both the experiment and simulation closely
follow the linear relation. The calculation results match the experimental
results very well. In conclusion, magnetic fields can accurately tune the
folding angle of the folding structures.
Fig. 4. Functional micro-machines based on folding origami microstructures. (a) Mag
mechanism of micro-mirrors. ii, SEM image of a 2 � 2 array with two released micro
dark states in the experiment by adjusting the magnetic field. Scale bar, 200 μm. (b
transportation by magnetic tetrahedron micro-robot. ii, optical microscopy image of m
μm diameter transportation by magnetic tetrahedron micro-robot by its surrounding
field. Scale bar, 600 μm. (c) Twin-jet micro-motor platform. i, scheme of twin-jet micr
and a flat plane in middle. ii, the SEM image of the twin-jet micro-motor platform. Sc
peroxide solution. Scale bar, 300 μm.
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3.4. Functional micro-machines

The folding origami with microdroplet-guided intercalation and strain
engineering has great potential in 3D functional micro-machines. Here,
three different demonstrations of device application with this approach of
the folding origami were presented. A magnetic micro-mirror array is
established with this folding origami concept, as shown in Fig. 4a–i.
Through the strain gradient design, the flat facet can be used as micro-
mirrors and reflects light. The folding angle can be controlled with mag-
netic manipulation, therefore tuning the light reflection angles. When
changing to a specific angle, the reflected light can be received by a camera
in a fixed direction. At the same time, using the release process of
microdroplet-guided intercalation, the mirror can be released at desired
positions while the others kept unreleased, forming a designed array. The
SEM in Fig. 4a–ii demonstrates an SEM image of a 2 � 2 array with two
released micro-mirrors, and the other two unreleased. Based on this idea,
we designed two patterned arrays of ‘F’ and ‘D’ which are shown in
Fig. 4a–iii and Supplementary Video 1. The ‘F’ and ‘D’ micro-mirrors ar-
rays are shown as bright and dark in the microscope controlled by mag-
netic manipulation. When the micro-mirrors are deflected to a certain
angle by an applied magnetic field, the light reflects into the camera of the
microscope, so that themicro-mirror regions are shown as bright, as shown
in Fig. 4a–iii. When themicro-mirrors are away from this perfect deflection
angle, controlled by the magnetic field, the light reflects away from the
camera, so that the micro-mirrors regions are dark, as shown in Fig. 4a–iii.
This device demonstrates the function of controlling lens reflection angle
by a magnetic field, which shows that our folding origami design can be
used to fabricate specifically arranged micro-mirror arrays.
netic micro-mirrors based on an on-chip array of folding structures. i, reflection
-mirrors and the other two kept unreleased. Scale bar, 100 μm iii, the bright and
) The magnetic tetrahedron micro-robot by folding origami. i, scheme of cargo
agnetic tetrahedron micro-robot. Scale bar, 200 μm iii, polystyrene beads with 5
flow field caused by the rotational motion under the applied rotating magnetic
o-motor platform composed of two tubular catalytic jets to generate driving force
ale bar, 50 μm iii, the motion of twin-jet micro-motor platform in 5% hydrogen
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Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https://do
i.org/10.1016/j.pnsc.2021.09.010

The second demonstration is based on the construction of a 3D
polyhedron as a magnetic micro-robot by our folding origami. A tetra-
hedral magnetic micro-robot was folded to perform a cargo trans-
portation task, which is shown in Fig. 4b. By applying a rotating magnetic
field the tetrahedral magnetic robot (Fig. 4b–ii) rotates in the water,
generating a liquid flow around the micro-robot carrying surrounding
microparticles, which is depicted in Fig. 4b–i. The relationship between
velocity of robot and frequency of magnetic field is depicted in Fig. S1 in
Supplementary Information. The tetrahedral magnetic robot rotates and
locomotes under a rotating magnetic field (10 mT, 5 Hz) with a rotational
axis perpendicular to the plane, as shown in Fig. 4b–iii and Supple-
mentary Video 2. The robot rolls along the direction of the rotating
magnetic field. During the directional movement the polystyrene
microbeads with 5 μm diameter on the bottom surface were driven to
move together due to the liquid flow around the tetrahedral magnetic
robot. This demonstration shows that our folding origami 3D micro-
structures can serve as a micro-robot and manipulate micro-objects.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https://do
i.org/10.1016/j.pnsc.2021.09.010

A twin-jet micro-motor platform with two rolling tubes on both sides
and a flat platform in the middle is also demonstrated (Fig. 4c). During
the fabrication of this micro-machine, 2 nm Pt was deposited on top of
the Ag/Ti/Fe pre-layer. Then, like the fabrication process in Fig. 2a,
another multilayer nanomembrane was deposited in the middle of the
pre-layer to offset strain gradient of the pre-layer. After being released
from the substrate the region in the middle can keep flat while the un-
covered regions on both sides roll into microtubes. The Pt layer inside the
microtubes can serve as catalyst in hydrogen peroxide solution later. By
adjusting the length of the region covered in the middle, twin-jet micro-
motors with different plane size can be obtained. Two tubular jets on
both sides with the Pt catalytic layer on the inner wall can catalyze the
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to generate bubbles to provide a
driving force for the motor to move in 5% hydrogen peroxide solution
[31] which is shown in Fig. 4c–iii and Supplementary Video 3. The ve-
locity V of the twin-jet micro-motor can be controlled by adjusting the
length of the covered region of the middle, which is discussed in detail in
Supplementary Note. The flat plane in the middle can potentially be used
for the integration of wireless energy transfer coil, light-emitting diodes,
and thermo-responsive micro-arm [32], which are all crucial components
for multifunctional micro-robots. Moreover, the micro-motor can main-
tain the flat geometry of the middle plane during locomotion, which
ensures the stability of the designed structure. Inspired by the concept of
strain design in our folding origami the tubes and flat planes can be
obtained in a single micro-structure at the same time. This twin-jet
micro-motor platform has wide potentials in micro-robotic applications
since functional components can be easily integrated into its flat region.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https://do
i.org/10.1016/j.pnsc.2021.09.010

4. Conclusion

A new strategy of folding origami is developed based on
microdroplet-guided intercalation and strain engineering, which ach-
ieves precise geometry control and allows the construction of complex 3D
microstructures for micro-machine applications. By sequentially depos-
iting patterned multilayer nanomembranes with designed strain gradi-
ents, the strain configuration of local regions can be engineered to create
creases (the part where the strain gradient is offset) and facets (the part
where the strain gradient remains) for a folding microstructure. The
folding angle can be precisely regulated by adjusting the length of crease.
Furthermore, a magnetic field can be used to manipulate the folding
angle after the folding structure is released.

Potential micro-machine applications among several research areas
are demonstrated. The array of micro-folding structure is demonstrated
6

as a magnetic micro-mirror system in optical micro-devices, benefiting
from the capability of remote manipulation of facet folding angles using
an applied magnetic field. The tetrahedron microstructure is suitable to
serve as a functional micro-robot by showing its ability to manipulate
micro-objects on a microscopic scale. Besides, inspired by the concept of
strain design in our folding origami, a combination of rolling and flat
regions is developed to build a twin-jet micro-motor platform, which can
be further integrated by electronic circuits and sensor devices to
construct more functional micro-machines. The nanomembranes in this
concept are not limited to metallic thin films used in this work. Func-
tional 2D materials, such as graphene [33] and magnetic transition metal
chalcogenides [34], can also be adapted in this concept to create 3D
microstructures with advanced functionalities. These examples indicate
the versatility of our origami strategy, which might open a new route for
the creating of functional 3D micro-machines.
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